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ABSTRACT
Twenty Dutch Holstein-Friesian families, witha total of 715 sires, were evaluated in a granddaughter
experiment design for marker-QTL associations. Five traits-milk, fat
and protein yield and fat and
protein percent-were analyzed. Across-family analysis was undertaken using multimarker regression
principles. One and two QTL models were fitted. Critical values for the test statistic were calculated
empirically by permuting the data. Individual trait distributionsof permuted test statistics differed and,
thus distributions, hadto be calculated for each trait. Experimentwise critical values, which account for
evaluating marker-QTL associations on all 29 autosomal bovine chromosomes and for five traits, were
calculated. A QTL for protein percent was identified in one and two QTL models and was significant
at the 1 and 2% level,respectively. Extending the multimarkerregressionapproachtoananalysis
including two QTLwas limited by families not being informative at all markers, which resulted in
singularity. Below average heterozygosity for the first and last marker lowered information content for
the first and last marker bracket. Highly informative markers at the ends of the mapped chromosome
would overcomethe decrease in informationcontent in the first and last marker bracketand singularity
for the two QTL model.

U

SE of deoxyribonucleicacid (DNA) markersto
searchfor
loci that affectquantitative
traits,
known as quantitativetrait loci (QTL), has become
widespread in recent times. Identifylng marker-QTL associations in farmanimals may be undertaken in
various
experimental settings including the so-called “daugh1975;
ter” or “granddaughter” designs (GELDERMANN
WELLERet al. 1990; VANDER BEEKet al. 1995).Analytical
techniques have beendevelopedto
identifymarker(e.g., WELLER1986; LANDER and
QTLassociations
BOTSTEIN1989; HALEY and mom 1992).
KNon et al. (1994) developed a multimarker regression method to determineposition and effect of QTL.
The multimarker techniquewas demonstrated on simulated data fora half-sib population ( W o n et al. 1994).
The issue of calculating appropriate critical values that
account for repeated testing has been addressed (e.g.,
et al. 1994;JANSEN 1993; CHURCHILL and DOERGE
1994). CHURCHILL
and DOERCE(1994) developed an
empirical methodbased on the concept
of the permutation test and illustrated the method on real data sets
derived from F2 and recombinant inbred plant populations and simulated data from a backcross design.
GEORCESet al. (1995) reported five chromosomes
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that gave evidence (LOD score 3) for the presence of
a QTL controlling milk yield in the American Holstein
population. Chromosome six was one of the five chromosomes identified. The QTL on chromosome six increased milk yield but not fat or protein
yield and as a
result protein and fat percent decreased.
BOVENHUIS
and WELLER(1994) reported an effect for fat percent
that was linked to the casein locus, which is also found
on chromosome six.
The objective of this studyis to demonstrate the
application of KNon et al.’s (1994) multimarker approach
and CHURCHILLand DOERGE’S(1994)
empirical
method of calculating critical values to outbred dairy
population data generated from a granddaughter design. Both methods are extended;KNOTT et al.’~(1994)
multimarker
approach
to
a two-QTL model and
CHURCHILL
and DOERGE’S
(1994) permutation test to
accommodate multiple traits in the calculationof critical values. The application of these methods is demonstrated for chromosome six.
MATERIALS AND METHOD
Experiment structure: Twenty Holstein-Friesianfamilies
from the Netherlands ina granddaughter experiment design
were evaluatedfor marker-QTL associations. Average number
of sons per grandsire is 36 with a range of 12-140 (Table 1).
To avoid selection bias and its influence on detecting QTL
(as described by MACKINNON and GEORGES1992), selected
sons were scrutinized by date of progeny testing within each
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TABLE I
Experimental design and genetic markers used for chromosome six
Marker

6

5
Grandsire
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

1
4 2
BM1329
BM143
TGLA37
BM4528
BM415
1
1
1
1

1
1

J

K
L
M
N
0
P

Q

R
S
T

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

18
Total

4

Map, cM

0

13

3

9

KCAS
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

7
BM4311

8
BP7

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

BM2320
13
1
16
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

141
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

8

11

14

10

14

14

10

20

31

41

52

54

58

95

1

Total

4
6
4
5
3
5
4
5
8
4
5

7
6
8
6
6
3
6
2
6

Sons

40

22
12
32
42
140
20
54
23
71
26
12
75
60
15
16
12

The table details the markers for which grandsires are heterozygous (indicated by a 1) and the total for each grandsire,
number of sons for each grandsire, number of grandsires heterozygous at each marker, and marker distances based on HALDANE’S
(1919) mapping function.
grandsire family. When there wasDNA (semen samples) for
only some sons that were progeny tested during a given period, information from this group of selected sons was not
used. The grandsire family for the selected sons was not necessarily removed as there were time periods when allof the
progeny tested sons had semen samples retained. Some 80
selected sons were not analyzed (selected sons are not in
Table 1). If a son was not informative at any of the markers,
he was still retained in the analysis as he contributed to calculation of the fixed effect of the grandsire (Equation 1).
Nine microsatellite markers were positioned and ordered
on chromosome sixwith the ANIMAP programs (D. NIELSON
and M. GEORGES,
unpublished data) as described by GEORGES
et al. (1995). The map for chromosome six is 95 cM long
using HALDANE’S (1919) mapping function (Table 1).For one
of the nine markers, the position could not be determined
unambiguously. The odds for switching marker six (casein
locus) and marker seven were only2.6:l in favor of the order
that was used in the analysis. With the exception of the orientation of marker six and seven and marker three (TGLA37,
GEORGES
et al. 1995), the map in this study corresponds to
that of BISHOPet al. (1994).
Grandsire heterozygosity was on average 57% for the nine
markers. However, there was large variation in the heterozygosity ofthe grandsires over the ninemarkers and also heterozygosity level between markers (Table 1).When the grandsire
was heterozygous at amarker locus, it was, on average, known
with certainty in 65% of cases which marker allele was transmitted from grandsire to son.
Five traits were analyzed for marker-QTL effects: milk, fat
and protein yield (termed yield traits) and fat and protein

percent (termed percentage traits).Daughter yield deviations
(DYDs), weighted averages aofsire’s daughter’s lactation performances expressed as deviationsfrom the population mean
(VANWEN
and WICCANS
1991) were used as the phenotypic
measurement. DYDs for the percentage traits were calculated
from the yield traits. DYDs were taken from the September
1995 evaluation conducted by the Royal Dutch Cattle
Syndicate.
et al.
Power of this design using the method of WELLER
(1990) was 0.6 for a bi-allelic QTL of size (half the difference in genetic value between homozygotes) 0.2 phenotypic standard deviation with equal allele frequency for a
trait with heritability of 0.3 (e.g., yield traits), type I error
(comparisonwise)setto
0.05 and no recombination between marker and QTL withfully informative markers.
Power was 0.9 for the same criteria but for a trait with
heritability of 0.6 (e.g., percentage traits) and a QTL effect
of 0.4 phenotypic standard deviation.
One QTL adysis: Analysis was undertaken usingmultimarker regression principles as developed by KNOTT et al.
(1994).Basic steps of multimarker regression were determination of the most likely haplotypes of the two grandsire gametes
based on genotypes of his sons.The most likelylinkage phase
was taken, and when both phases were equally likely,one was
selected at random.The QTL allele of interest was arbitrarily
assigned to the linkage phase denoted linkage phase one.
The probability of inheriting the chromosomewise segment
of linkage phase one at any position was calculated for each
son based on information from the closest informative flanking markers. DYDs were then regressed on this conditional
probability.
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Across-family analysis was undertaken by fitting a one QTL
model to the data:

1
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where K j k is the DYD for the @ son of the zth grandsire at
the kth chromosomewise position, p is the overall mean, gsi
is the fixed effect of the zth grandsire, 6& is the regression
coefficient for the ith grandsire at the kth chromosomewise
position,
is the probability of the @ son receiving the
chromosomewise segment for gamete one from the zth grandsire at the kth position, and eqk is the random residual.
This model allows multiple QTLalleles.Each grandsire
family wasconstrained to a bi-allelic QTL as only
the transmission of marker alleles from the grandsire were considered
and grandams contribution ignored. Thus over the 20 families
there were, intotal, 40 possible alleles. For across-family analysis, residual sums of squares (RSS) were summed across families, thus the larger grandsire families contributed to a larger
extent to overall RSS. Within grandsire families the number
of daughters that each son had varied from those which had
only a part progeny test proof to sires that were used extensively as proven sires. Contribution of each sire was weighted
according to the number of daughters contributing to the
DYD. The weighting factor was based on the variance of the
DYD for a son being:
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FIGURE 1.-Example

of fitting a two-QTL model. Numbers
1-4 are the position of the markers and QTLl and QTL2 are
the positions of the postulated QTLs. Recombination rate
between informative marker 4 and QTL1 and QTL2 are denoted rA and rc, respectively. Recombination rate between
QTLs is rB.
ditional probabilities (x,Ls) that the DYDs are regressed on
were not shuffled. Critical values were calculated from the
distribution of test
statistics.
Comparisonwise,
chromosomewise and experimentwise critical values were calculated.
Comparisonwisevalueswere
calculated each centiMorgan
and provided critical valuesfor that point butdid not account
for repeated testing over the genome or for the five different
traits. Chromosomewise values accounted for the multiple,
dependent, testing on chromosome six and the five traits analyzed. The experimentwise critical valuesaccounted for evaluation of markerQTL associations on 29 autosomal bovine
chromosomes and also the five traits analyzed.
Two-QTL analysis: A two-QTL model was fitted to the data
by extending the multimarker regression one-QTL model.
The two-QTL model is:

4
KjklE

where Var DYD is the variance of son's DYD; n is the number
of daughters contributing to the DYD; h' is the heritability,
which was taken as 0.35 for yield traits and 0.75 for percentage
traits (average heritabilities from VANDER WERFand DE BOER
1989); and up' = the phenotypic variance.
Assuming equal phenotypic variance for all observations the
weighting factor ( w ) is:

The weighted residual sums of squares is:
n ,

and the sums of squares explained by the QTL fitted in the
model is:

where wq is the weighting factor (Equation 2b) for the@ son
of the ith grandsire. Equation 3b is equivalent to R(QTLIp,
gsi) (reduction inresidual sums of squares) where QTL represents the QTL fitted (ie., bik and x j k ) .
Test statisticswere calculated similar to a F statistic but
were not termed as such because the distribution of the test
statistics did not follow a F distribution. Test statistics were
calculated every centiMorgan over the mappedchromosome.
Critical values: Test statistic critical values were calculated
empirically from the
permutation
method
outlined by
CHURCHILL
and DOERGE(1994). In brief, the permutation
test was undertaken by repeatedly randomly shuffling the phenotypic data (DYDs with their weighting factors) within each
family and calculating test statisticsfor each shuffle. The con-

=m

+

+ blXlkl + b a X j E + eeh

(4)

where kl and refer to the position of the first and second
QTL. Other terms are as in (1).
The two QTL model was fitted by grid searching i e . , each
combination of 1-cMpositions was evaluated. However, HALEY
and KNOTT (1992) observed that QTLs20cM apart could
not be differentiated. To ensure that the two postulated QTL
had some distance between them, it was decided that only
those positions where they wereseparated by an empty marker
bracket would be evaluated. Having an empty marker bracket
between postulated QTL was in agreement with ZENC (1993).
He reported that two sample partial coefficients are generally
uncorrelated unless the two markers are adjacent markers.
An empty marker bracket between postulated QTL was not
possible for all families as they were not informative at all
marker loci (Table 1). For example, when a QTL was fitted
in marker bracket one andthe second QTL in marker bracket
three, some families did not have an empty marker bracket
between both QTL (Figure 1) because they werenot informative at one orboth of markers 2 and 3. Further, if the family
was not informative at markers 1, 2 and 3, the two QTL were
placed to the left of the first informative marker, marker 4.
The probabilities of transmission of the QTL were calculated
from information derived from marker 4 (Figure 1) using the
technique of KNOTT et al. (1994). Thus there are onlytwo
groups of progeny, depending on the allele that they inherit
at marker 4. The probability for inheriting a given allele at
each of the QTL is the same for all individuals withina group.
This can be demonstrated mathematically. Using HALDANE'S
(1919) equation we know that:
rc =

rA

+ rB - 2rArB

(5)

and if the probability of receiving QTLl (Xqkl)is:
probability QTLl = (1 - rA)
and probability for QTL2

(xjE)is:

(6)
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Test statistic
FIGURE
2.-Approximate density function of test statistics
for fat yield and fat percent derived from permutation test
(150,000 shuffles).
probability QTL2 = (1 -

TC)

then utilizing Equation 5:
probability QTL2 = 1 -

(TA

+ TB - 2rArB)
+ 2rArB

=

(1 -

=

probability QTLl - rB

TA)

-

TB

+ 2 rArB

(6b)

which is equivalent to:
probability QTL2 = probability QTLl

+ constant.
(6c)

This results in singularity. Three of the 20 families (E, K, S;
Table 1) were noninformativeforthe
first or last three
markers and thus excluded from thetwo QTL across family
analysis.
Two test statistics were calculated for the two-QTL model.
One test statistic compared the fit of the two-QTL model to
that correspondingwith the position of the highest test statistic in the one-QTL model (Equation 7c). The second test
statistic determined if neither, oneor both positions explained a significant amount of the variance in the two QTL
model by the following method (Equation 7, a and b). The
following reduction in sums of squares were calculated.

R(X+l I P, g% Xjm)
RCX~EI P, gst, x j k l )
R(X+l,XjU,P, g%) - R(Xjk, II, gsJ

(74
(7b)
(7c)

where k corresponds to the position with the highest explained sums of squares for the one-QTL model. If neither
Equation 7a nor 7b is significant, then neither of the two
QTL positions are significant, otherwise at least one of the
two positions is significant.
RESULTS
Permutation test: Distribution ofteststatisticsbetween
traits differed quite markedly. For example, fat percent had
a larger proportion of higher permuted test statisticsthan fat
yield (Figure 2). This is demonstrated numerically by the
critical value at the 1% threshold level for fat yield being

nearly equal to that at the5% level for fat percent (Table 2).
The mean of the test statisticdistributions in Figure 2 are not
one as would be expected with a F distribution. This is due
to that the test statistic distributions in Figure 2 account for
repeated testing across the chromosome and thus are not
comparisonwise test statistics.
CHURCHILL
and DOERGE
(1994)
would refer to these distributions as chromosomewise,but in
this paper, they are not as they do not account for repeated
tests on the five correlated traits.
To account for the five traits being analyzed, the highest
permuted value for the five traits from each shuffle (traits
shuffled together) was used and combined critical values calculated (Table 2). However, with between trait differences,
the highest value for each shuffle were dominated by traits
that had higher absolute critical values, ie., fat percent in this
study. Thus combined trait critical values werenot applicable
to the individual traits especially those traits with lower distribution of critical values.
The approach taken in this studywas to estimate the equivalent number of independent traits tested. This was calculated
by factor analysis (using SAS 1985) on a genetic correlation
matrix for the five traits (VAN DER WERF and DE BOER1989)
and on the experimental phenotypic data. It was calculated
that two factors account for -90% of the variation and three
factors account for some 99% on both the correlation matrix
and DYDs. This was checked by analyzing each shuffle of the
permuted test statistics for the five traits. In each shuffle, it
was determined whether the permuted test statisticsfor each
trait was significant at a certain threshold level using individual trait critical values. It was assumed that if the data was
equivalent to x independent traits, then at the 10% threshold
level (for a single trait) from 10,000 shuffles, there would be
10,000 0.1" occurrences where allfive traits in the one
shuffle were significant. Solving for x at the 10% threshold
level with 10,000 permuted F values, gave 2.8 independent
traits, which agrees with the results from the factor analysis.
Based on these considerations, three independent traits were
taken.
Equation 8a calculates the probability (P)of false positives at
a given type I error (a)with n independent tests:

p

= 1 - (1 - a)"

(84

which can be rearranged to:

where a is the threshold level to ensure y significance level
over the n independent tests.
Equation 8b is equivalent to the standard Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. The correction factor is applied
to all five traits (Table 2).
To account for testing on 29 autosomal chromosomes, experimentwise critical values were calculated for each trait. It
was assumed that the distribution of test statistics seen for
chromosome sixwere very similar for all of the other chromosomes. This assumption was based on the knowledge that the
length of chromosome sixis representative of the average
length of the 29 autosomal chromosomes and thus representative ofthe amount of repeated testing across a chromosome.
Using Equation 8b with TZ = 87 (three independent traits
analyzed on 29 independent chromosomes), experimentwise
critical levels were calculated (Table 3).
Comparisonwise critical values(not reported) were similar
to tabulated Fvalues. Comparisonwise critical values were relatively constant over the chromosome that is in agreement with
the findings of CHURCHILL
and DOERGE
(1994) and VILKKIet
al. (1996).
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TABLE 2
Chromosomewise threshold levels
Threshold level (%)

Milk

Fat

0.1
1
5
IO

2.95
2.57
2.26
2.11

2.67
2.32
2.03
1.89

Protein

Fat (%)

Protein (%)

2.79
2.41
2.11
1.98

3.11
2.65
2.32
2.16

3.00
2.58
2.26
2.11

Combined
Fvalues

3.04
2.61
2.28
2.12
~

2.33
2.13
1.82
1.69

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The chromosomewise critical values for the five milk production traits account for repeated testing over
chromosome six and on the five correlated traits or equivalently three independent traits (150,000 shuffles).
The critical values in the combined column arewhen the highest test value is taken from each shuffle of the
five traits. The Fvalues are tabulated values that have been adjusted with Bonferroni correction for testing on
three independent traits.
For the rest of the paper, experimentwise critical values
are used for across-family analysis unless stated otherwise. At
chromosomewise areas of interest, based on significance levels, within family critical levels are tabulated Fvalues unless
stated otherwise. Fvalues were chosen for ease of computation
as the issue of repeated testing had been accounted in the
across-family analysis,and comparisonwise values were similar
to Fvalues. All additive genetic effects are reported as half
the difference in genetic value between homozygotes.
One-QTL model: Across-family analysisfor thefive production traits revealed a possible QTL for protein percent positioned at 13 cM, i.e., the location of the second marker (Figure 3). The test statistic was significant at the 1% level for
protein percent. The yield traits showed little indication of a
QTL on chromosome six (Figure 4).
Two families were identified as having significant effects for
protein percent at the mapped
position of marker 2 (Table 4).
The test statistics were significant at the 0.1% level for both
families. Point estimates for the QTL effect for the two families were 1.12 and 0.68 genetic standard deviation, when using
an estimate of protein percent genetic standard deviation of
0.136 (VANDER WERFand DE BOER1989) (Table 4).
Absolute marker readings for grandsires at markerposition
2 (location of QTL) revealed that both families received a
common marker allele (denoted as X). Grandsire B is one of
grandsire A's six sons, which are grandsires in the experiment.
Grandsire B was the only son that received marker allele X.
One other family in the experiment also had marker allele
X. This family, distantly related to families A and B, had no
significant QTL effect for any of the traits. Marker allele Xis
associated with lower proteinpercentcompared with the
other marker allele for both families.
GrandsireA had a significant effect for milk (1%) and
protein yield (5%).The effect was an increase of 555 kg of
milk and an increase of 8.46 kg of protein in DYDs for sons
that received marker allele X. The corresponding increase in
milk is approximately double that expected for an increase
of 8.46 kg of protein based on average protein percent of

3.46% in the Netherlands (AGRAEUROPE1995). Grandsire B
had a significant effect for protein yield (5%) and no significant effect for milk yield. Protein yield DYDs were 5.36 kg
less for sons that received marker allele Xwhile there was no
difference in milk yield.
Information content: Seventy percent of peak test statistics
derived in across and within-family one QTL analysis occurred
at theposition of a marker locus (IO5 observations: 20 families
and one across-family analysisfor five traits). KNO~Tand H A LEY (1992) reportedthat when considering only flanking
markers, the QTL position can be biased and placed in the
marker brackets with higher information content. HALEY et
al. (1994) reported that this problem can be overcome with
the use of multimarker approach. However, the change in
information content in HALEY'S et al. (1994) simulation of
outbred line crosses was not as marked as seen in this study.
If true descent (maternal or paternal)
of everycentiMorgan
of DNA was known, the distribution of the QTL conditional
probabilities would be for both 0 and 1. This distribution
has mean 0.5 and variance 0.25. True descent is generally
unknown and has to be inferred from informative flanking
markers. Following a similar application by KRUCLYAK and
LANDER (l995),variance of QTL conditional probabilities
was
calculated for each centiMorgan and is reported in Figure 5
as a fraction of maximum variance (0.25), which is used as a
measure of information content.
Two-QTL model: The two-QTL models for all traits were
not significant at the 15% threshold level when compared to
the best one QTL model (test statistic 1, Table 5). However,
using test statistic 2, there was a significant effect (2%) for
one of the two positions for protein percent. The significant
position for protein percent was at 1 cM whereas in the one
QTL model it was at 13 cM (Figure 3).

TABLE 3
Experimentwise threshold levels for the five traits
(150,000 shuffles)
Threshold
level (%)

3.05
2.73
2.67

1
5
10
15

Milk

2.85

Fat

Protein

Fat (%)

Protein (%)

2.86
2.60
2.48
2.41

2.92
2.69
2.59
2.52

3.29
2.99
2.87
2.76

3.17
2.88
2.77
2.69

FIGURE
3.-Test statistics for different positions on chrome
some six from an across-family analysis for protein and fat
percent (arrows indicate position of markers).
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QTL conditional probabilities at each centiMorgan as a proportion of the variance when true descent is known (arrows
indicate position of markers).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Permutationtest: The permutation testis a quick
method of calculating critical levels that takes into account repeated measures over the genome for individual traits. Individual trait distributions for test statistics
differed and thus distributions had to be calculated for
each trait. Different trait test statistic distributions are
caused by differences in phenotypic distributions as the
marker data is the same for all traits. The degree of
nonnormality of the individual traits did not seem to
have a direct link with the observed test statisticdistribution differences. However, normality was calculated for
each trait over all families, whereas the RSS are calculated within each family and then summed across all
families. Therefore thenormality of the phenotypic distributions within familymay be the cause. Degree of
normality was not determined as it would be calculated
on <30 observations for over half of the families.
To account for repeatedtesting of the five traits analyzed the numberof independent traits were calculated
using factor analysis and analyzing the permuted test
statistics. The chromosomewise critical levels were considerably higher than tabulated Fvalues (Table 2); this
reflects the repeated testing over the chromosome is
accounted for in the permuted values.
The other method to account for testing on correlated traits, shuffling each trait and then taking the
highest permuted test statistic from the five traits, had
the effect that the combined test statistics were dominated by the traits with higher absolute values. Test

TABLE 4
QTL effect for protein percent in familiesA and B
at position 13 cM

Family A
Number of sons
F value
QTL effect (%)
OTL effect (c,:I

13
24.52“
15.25 ? 3.57
1.12 2 0.26

Family B
40

15.85”
9.29 ? 1.94
0.68 ? 0.14

Significance at 0.1% based on tabulated Fvalues.

statistics calculated in this manner were not applicable
to the traits especially those with lower distributions of
critical values. This is demonstrated by the combined
critical values at the 5% level being equivalent to the
critical value at the 1%level for fat yield (Table 2).
Experimentwise critical values werecalculated on the
assumptions that chromosome six was representative in
length of the bovine chromosomes and thus the degree
of repeated testing, and that the marker data has very
little effect on critical values. The latter assumption was
justified based upon the result that when altering the
marker density for chromosome six to the extremes
likely to be seen for the other chromosomes in this
experiment (five and 12 markers per chromosome),
only minor differences in critical values occurred.
CHURCHILL
and DOERGE(1994) using simulated data
found differences in the distributions of test statistics
for a 100 cM chromosome of “high marker density”
(50 markers) compared with “low marker density” (10
markers). The difference in the finding of this study
and thatof CHURCHILL
and DOERGE
(1994) may be due
to the influence and peculiarities of real data and the
smaller contrast in marker density in this study.
Experimentwise critical values were chosen as all autosomal chromosomes will be analyzed for marker-QTL
associations in this experimental design. However, the
determination of which threshold level should be used
is uncertain. If the objective of the experiment is to
identify QTL that will be subsequently confirmed in a
second study, an appropriate threshold levelmay be
15-20% on anexperimentwise basis to ensure QTL are
not missed. The experimentobjective and the effect of
using a false positivewill determine appropriate threshold levels (forfurther
discussion see LANDER and
SCHORK
1994; LANDER and KRUCLYAK 1995).
Informationcontent: Informationcontent as measured by the variance of QTL conditional probabilities
was not constant over the chromosome. Low heterozygosity at marker one affected information content for
the first marker bracket. The large distance for the last
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TABLE 5
Results for the two-QTLanalysis applied to the five milk production traits
MilkFatyield
Protein
yieldFat

(%)

Protein (%)

Positions

65
1.07

25 ( C M ) 63
36
1.37
Test statistic 1
statistic
Test
1.48
2 2.071.72

13
1.63
1.63
1.98
1.47
1.48
1.28

58

1
1.57
3.16"

61

1.72

QTL positions are where the lowest RSS occurred. Test statistic one is comparing the two-QTL model to
the best one-QTL model. Test statistic two is when the other QTL in the two-QTL model position has been
accounted for in a one-QTL model. Significance
levels have been calculated from critical values presented in
Table 3.
a Significance at the 2% level.
marker bracket combined with belowaverage heterozygosity ofthe last marker also resulted in lower information content in the last marker bracket. As a result of the
below average heterozygosity at the chromosomewise
ends, nine of the 20 families could not have QTL position and effect separated in the first and last marker
brackets. The information content peak at marker two
was because 18 of the 20 families were informative at
that position (Table 1). The information content peak
at 50-60 cM was due to the high density of markers in
that region. Improvement in information content will
be achieved when the dam allele frequencies are used
to calculate probabilities for animals in which transmission of alleles is uncertain.
The approach of having evenly spaced markers (e.g.,
DARVASI
and SOLLER
1994) is not be the best approach
to have information contentequitable over the chromosome. Once the postulated QTL is positioned beyond
the last informative marker, information is coming
from only a single marker and thus information content
decreases. Highly informative markers at the endof the
mapped chromosomes would overcome the decrease
in information content at the boundaries. However, it
is not possible to know marker heterozygosity before
the experiment and thus the use of two markers closely
positioned at either end of the chromosome may increase the heterozygosity and information content. Increased heterozygositywithclosely placed markers is
seen with markers six and seven (Table 1). The four
families homozygous at marker seven are all heterozygous for marker six. Increased heterozygosity at chromosomewise ends will ensure estimates of position and
QTL effect can be separated for most families in the
first and last marker bracket. In addition, increased
heterozygosity at chromosomewise ends will overcome
the singularity problem for the two QTL model.
The observation that some 70% of peak test statistics
occurred at the marker
positions is mostly derived from
within family analysis.
The information content for
each
family will differ. The across-family information content
has an averaging effect on information content in the
individual families. The information content for an individual family will fluctuate more than that shown for

acrossfamily.Local
information content peaks at
marker positions may be the cause of location of peak
test statistics occurring at the marker.
Two-QTL model: Extending KNOTT'S et al. (1994)
multimarker regression approach to a two-QTL analysis was limited as families were not informative at all
markers. Homozygosity atthestart
or end of the
mapped chromosome resulted in fitting two QTL using information from only one of the flanking markers. This resulted in singularity and therefore three
families being excluded from across family analysis.
The approach of fitting two QTL is similar to that of
using of markers as cofactors in the analysis of inbred
crossesas
described by JANSEN (1993) and ZENG
(1994). These authors in addition to marker
genotypes
use trait phenotypic values in assigning conditional
probabilities and also weight the probability of QTL
phase in contrast to the KNOTT et al. (1994) approach
where phase is assumed to be known with certainty.
However, not assigning probabilities to phase was not
critical in this study, as in most cases (80%) the probability of chosen phase was >70%. The exceptions to
this was for the last marker bracket where the distance
is large and for thesmaller families. Using all markers
together instead of an individual marker haplotype
may improve thedetermination
of phase forthe
smaller families. The approach of JANSEN (1993) and
ZENG (1994) may overcome the singularity problem
due to using information in addition to that from the
single marker and thus breaking the complete colinearity between postulated QTL.
The use of markers as cofactors (JANSEN 1993; ZENG
1994) in outbred populations may not be possible as
markers are not uniformly informative in all families as
found in crosses ofinbred lines. The approachof fitting
postulated QTLs as cofactors, within families, on the
same and other chromosomes may overcome this.
Two test statistics for comparisonwise of a two-QTL
model to a one QTL were used. Comparing the twoQTL model to the best one-QTL model had the bias
that the comparisonwise between models was for different QTL positions. The one-QTL model may detect a
ghost QTL in between the two QTLs ( ~ ~ A R T I Nand
EZ
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CURNOW1992; HALEYand KNOTT 1992). If the two
QTLs are in phase and of the same effect, the variance
explained by a ghost QTL will be inflated and therefore
not a good comparisonwise for the two QTL model.
Fitting the two-QTL model and then determining
if
neither, one or both positions explained a significant
amount of the variance in the two-QTL model was the
preferred option for this study, as the comparisonwise
is then between a two- and one-QTL model for thesame
QTL positions. However, it is acknowledged that for
the secondtest statistic that when two QTL are in phase
and of the same effect, this will inflate the variance
explained at bothpositions in the oneQTL model. This
will also reduce the significance of the two QTL model
when compared with the one-QTL models. Further research is needed in this area.
Casein. The findings of earlier studies for effects at
and linked to the casein locus (summarized by BOVENHUE et al. 1992) were not confirmed in this study. Nonsignificant peaks for the test statistic near the casein
loci (marker six) were found for fat percentin the oneQTL model and for all traits for one of the two locations
identified in the two-QTL model.
Protein percent QTL A QTL for protein percent
was identified in the across family study with
a one-QTL
model and was significant at the 1% level. Location
of the protein percent QTL at marker two (13 cM) is
practically the end of themapped chromosome as
markerone was informative inonly four of the 20
grandsire families (Table 1).Families A andB were not
informative at thefirst marker. Therefore QTL location
and effect can not beseparated for aQTL located in the
first marker bracket for these two families. Informative
markers tothe left of marker two may changethe
mapped position of the QTL.
Allele X at marker position twowas associated with
the change in protein percent.
Relative to the other
marker allele the effect was a decrease in protein percent. The protein percent effect was caused by an increase in milk yield in family
A and a decrease in protein
yield in family B.
As described, family A and B are related. This is one
of many relationships that exist within the data set but
not used in this study. Accounting for the relationships
within an animal model setting would most probably
increase the power of the design. Methods to use these
relationships are being investigated.
GEORGESet al. (1995) identified a QTL in one family
on chromosome six that appeared toincrease milk yield
but not fat or protein yield and, as a result, fat and
protein percent decreased. This family had two informative markers. The location of the QTL in GEORGES
et al. (1995) is some 5- 10 cM to the left of marker three
used in this study.This is nearly the same QTL location
found in this study. Family A and the family identified
by GEORGESet a2. (1995) have a common ancestor two
andthree generations back, respectively. The QTL

found in this study and GEORGESet at. (1995) isvery
likely to be the
same. Asimilar finding has been made in
the Finnish Ayrshire population (R. VELMALA,
personal
communication).
Although the QTL has the same effect on protein
percent in both studies and all three families, the effect
on the yield traits differ betweenfamilies. This may
reflect the power of the respective studies. Further investigation through additionalmarkers and more genotyping in the identified region may increase our understanding of the identified QTL on chromosome six.
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